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Abstract. We compute explicitly the submodule structure of the
Young modules for symmetric groups Sn over fields of character-
istic 2, when n ≤ 7. We use this information to compute the
submodule structure of indecomposable projectives for the corre-
sponding Schur algebras when n ≤ 5, and we give give partial
information when n = 6, 7, including the Gabriel quiver and the
structure of the Weyl modules. We resolve all Morita equivalences
between blocks of these algebras.

1. Introduction

The Young modules Y λ play a fundamental role in the representa-
tion theory of the symmetric groups Sn. They are the indecompos-
able summands of the Young permutation modules Mλ, which are the
permutation modules on the cosets of the Young subgroups Sλ. The
isomorphism types of the Y λ, as well as the Mλ and Sλ, are indexed by
partitions λ of n. Over fields of characteristic 0 the Young modules co-
incide with the Specht modules, and form a complete set of irreducible
modules. The situation is different over fields of positive characteristic
p. Now the Young modules are no longer irreducible, in general, and
they provide a transition between the irreducible modules, the Specht
modules, and the larger projective indecomposable modules. Being
typically more tractable than the Specht modules or the irreducible
modules, they are useful in constructing larger representations. They
also play a key role in the study of the Schur algebras, via the Schur-
Weyl correspondence.

Explicit computations of the structure of Young modules are only
known for symmetric groups of small degree, or for partitions with few
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parts, or of a special kind. In this work we extend such computations to
all Young modules as far as the symmetric group S7 in characteristic 2.
We also describe explicitly the structure of the Schur algebras SK(n, n)
with n ≤ 5 and K of characteristic 2, giving partial information when
n = 6, 7. Our descriptions are by means of diagrams. Included in our
description of the Young modules are the filtrations by Specht modules
that correspond to Weyl filtrations of the projective modules for the
Schur algebra. Our methods depend heavily on computer calculation.

Some of our descriptions of Young modules Y λ already appear in the
literature, and we include the known cases here for completeness, so as
to give a comprehensive picture. Descriptions of Young modules that
are already known can be found as follows. When λ = [n] and λ =
[n−1, 1] the Young modules are well-known and their structure follows
directly from [12]. When λ = [n − 2, 2] and λ = [n − 2, 12] they are
described in [5] and [19], for instance. In [16] the structure is given when
λ = [n− 3, 3]. When λ is p-regular the Young module Y λ is projective,
and when p = 2 the projective modules are known for Sn when n ≤ 5,
see [2]. The radical layers of the indecomposable projectives are known
when n = 6 and are shown in [2], but a full description of the projectives
when n = 6, in terms of diagrams showing non-split sections, was not
given there. We note that several of the references just mentioned
provide good examples of how precise descriptions of Young modules
can be used to resolve other questions in representation theory.

From our calculations, we can make some observations about the
structure of the blocks that appear. We recall that each block of repre-
sentations of a symmetric group is assigned a weight, that is the number
of rim p-hooks that must be removed from any partition parametrizing
a representation such as Y λ so as to leave a p-core. The representations
we consider all lie in blocks of weight 0, 1, 2 or 3. The blocks of weight
0 are simple projective modules (blocks of defect 0) and the blocks of
weight 1 were shown to be Morita equivalent by Scopes [22]. From our
calculations with the remaining blocks of weights 2 and 3 we obtain
the following.

Corollary 1.1. The principal block of F2S5 and the non-principal block
of F2S7 of weight 2 are Morita equivalent, as are the corresponding
blocks of the Schur algebras SF2(5, 5) and SF2(7, 7).

By contrast, F2S4 (which consists of a single block, of weight 2) is not
Morita equivalent to the principal block of F2S5 or the non-principal
block of F2S7. At the same time, the Schur algebra SF2(4, 4) is not
Morita equivalent to the corresponding blocks of the Schur algebras
SF2(5, 5) and SF2(7, 7). Furthermore, the principal blocks of F2S6 and
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F2S7 (of weight 3), as well as the corresponding blocks of SF2(6, 6)
and SF2(7, 7) are not Morita equivalent. These inequivalences can be
seen because the Cartan matrices are different, and this information is
readily available in the literature.

Proof. The proofs depend on calculations done in later sections. The di-
agrams for the projective modules in the blocks mentioned of F2S5 and
F2S7 have the same structure, with different simple modules appear-
ing. This shows that these group algebra blocks are Morita equivalent.
The fact that the diagrams for all the Young modules in these blocks
have the same structure shows that the blocks of the Schur algebras
are Morita equivalent. �

For standard notation and facts about group representations, such
as terminology for radical and socle layers etc, we refer to [23]. For
background on the representation theory of the symmetric groups and
Schur algebras, see [12], [15], [21], [10] and [17]. For an overview of this
theory, the exposition [6] is very useful.

2. Young modules and Schur algebras

In this section we summarize the part of the theory of representa-
tions of the symmetric groups necessary for our calculations, thereby
establishing our notation.

For each partition λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λt) of n the Young subgroup Sλ
of Sn is defined as

Sλ = Sλ1 × Sλ2 × · · · × Sλt .
and the corresponding permutation RSn-module on the left cosets of
Sλ is

Mλ = R[Sn/Sλ] = RSn ⊗RSλ R,
which we refer to as a Young permutation module. It has the Specht
module Sλ as a submodule.

When R is a field of characteristic zero, these Specht modules are
irreducible, and they provide a complete set of non-isomorphic irre-
ducible representations of Sn. When R is a field of characteristic p > 0
and λ is p-regular, meaning that λ has at most p− 1 parts of each size,
James showed that Sλ has a unique simple quotient Dλ, and these Dλ

form a complete list of isomorphism types of irreducible modules [12].
The indecomposable direct summands of the Young permuatation

modules Mλ were considered by James in [14], and a little later Grab-
meier [9] and Green [11] referred to them as Young modules. James
showed (at least over an infinite field, but this restriction was removed
by Green [11]) that
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(1) the Young modules Y λ are parametrized up to isomorphism by
the partitions λ of n, in such a way that

(2) the summands of Mλ all have the form Y µ for some µ ≥ λ in
the dominance ordering, and that

(3) Y λ occurs as a direct summand of Mλ with multiplicity 1.

These conditions imply

(4) The Y λ are self-dual.

We use these properties in constructing the Y λ and in analyzing their
structure. Unlike the Specht modules, we are not able to identify Y λ

as a specific subset of Mλ, and so in the non-projective cases we con-
struct Y λ by decomposing Mλ into direct summands and identifying
the unique new summand that has not appeared in earlier Mµ. The
self-duality is a strong constraint that is very useful computationally.

The Young modules have a close connection with the Schur algebras,
for which we refer to [10] and [17] as background. We are interested in
the submodule structure of the indecomposable projective modules of
Schur algebras, and for this it is sufficient to work with basic algebras,
Morita equivalent to the Schur algebras. By abuse of a usual notation
for Schur algebras, we define SR(n, r) = EndSr(

⊕
λ Y

λ) when n ≥ r.
For each r, the algebras defined in this way are all the same provided
n ≥ r, and their common value is SR(r, r). Conventionally, r is the
subscript of the symmetric group in this context, but because we want
to use n as this symbol we prefer to write the algebra associated to
Sn as SR(n, n). This algebra is Morita equivalent to the usual Schur
algebra with these parameters.

Our definition of Schur algebras is unusual in another respect, in
that we allow R to be any field (or complete local ring). Often the
Schur algebras are only defined over infinite fields. When R is a prime
field, it is already a splitting field for SR(n, n), by work of Green [11],
so that in determining the submodule structure of the projectives we
might as well work over a prime field.

It was shown by Donkin that the Young modules have Specht filtra-
tions, that is, chains of submodules whose factors are Specht modules
(see, for instance, [17]). Such filtrations may be obtained as the images
under the Schur functor of Weyl filtrations of the indecomposable pro-
jective modules for SR(n, n). We indicate the Specht filtrations that
arise in this way in our results on the Young modules.

3. Diagrammatic descriptions of modules

The diagrams we use to describe the structure of modules have a
long history, and within the context of representations of algebras go
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back at least to the 1960s, if not before. We will use diagrams in
the sense of Benson and Carlson [3] and review what it means for a
diagram to describe a module. An earlier approach to this kind of
theory, applicable in slightly more restrictive circumstances, was given
by Alperin [1]. A brief introduction to the kind of diagrams we shall
use can be found on pages 1556–7 of [18].

Briefly, our module diagrams are directed graphs X without loops
or multiple edges, together with a labeling of the vertices by a fixed set
of irreducible modules. In drawing these diagrams, the edges always
point down. Each edge is labeled by a non-zero Ext class so that if the
edge x

α−→ y has source x labeled by the irreducible S and the target y
is labeled by the irreducible T , then α ∈ Ext1(S, T ).

To say what it means for such a diagram X to describe a certain
moduleM , we consider subsets of the set of vertices ofX that are closed
under following along directed edges. For each such ‘arrow closed’
subset U of vertices there is a submodule MU associated to it, with
the property if U1 ⊇ U2 then MU1 ⊇MU2 , and so that the composition
factors of MU1/MU2 are the labels of the vertices in U1 that are not in
U2. We require that MX = M and M∅ = 0, from which it follows that
the labels of the vertices of X are exactly the composition factors of
M , taken with multiplicity and up to isomorphism. If U1 ⊇ U2 differ
by two vertices joined by an edge x

α−→ y with x labeled by S and y
labeled by T then the extension class of the short exact sequence

0→MU2∪{T}/MU2 →MU1/MU2 →MU1/MU2∪{T} → 0

is α. If there is no edge between x and y, the above extension must split.
In our diagrams we do not label edges when dim Ext(S, T ) = 1, because
over F2 there is only one non-zero extension. Thus the existence of an
edge simply means a non-split extension.

The only case of an Ext group of dimension larger than 1 that we
shall encounter is with the group S7, where dim Ext(D[5,2], D[5,2]) = 2,
and in this case we give the edges labels. We point out that for the
Young module Y [3,14] for S7, the situation arises where three copies of
D[5,2] appear underneath a single copy of D[5,2], each edge labeled by a
different non-zero element of the Ext group. It seems not to be possible
in this case to have a diagram where the labels on edges emanating from
a single vertex are linearly independent.

Part of the information conveyed by a diagram for a module M is
a description of its radical and socle layers, RadiM/Radi+rM and
Soci+rM/ SociM . To obtain this description, note that the radical of
M has a diagram obtained by removing all vertices that are not targets
of arrows, and the socle of M has as a diagram the vertices that are not
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sources of arrows (a discrete set of points). The powers of the radical
and socle are obtained by iterating these combinatorial procedures.

As a special case of this, a module is semisimple if and only if it has a
diagram with no edges. More generally, a module with a diagram that
is a disjoint union of subdiagrams is the direct sum of the submodules
with those diagrams.

At the other extreme, a diagram where the vertices are arranged in
a single vertical line of edges represents a uniserial module, namely,
one with a unique composition series or, equivalently, where the sub-
modules are linearly ordered by inclusion. This is so because a module
is uniserial if and only if all its radical layers RadiM/Radi+1M are
simple, and this happens if and only if the diagram has a single line
of edges. When drawing uniserial diagrams we often omit the directed
arrows between the composition factors where this does not cause con-
fusion.

4. Computational methods

Our methods are heavily computational, using routines developed
by the authors and others in GAP, and available from from Webb’s in-
ternet site [24]. At a basic level these routines provide functionality to
compute with submodules and quotient modules of given representa-
tions. Further routines allow more elaborate operations. We highlight
some of the key approaches. Specific further detail is given in notes for
each module we consider.

Our initial step is to construct the Young modules. These are sum-
mands of permutation modules and, when they are small enough, can
be constructed by decomposing the permutation module into direct
summands. The basic algorithm used to do this depends on Fitting’s
lemma, and finds a random endomorphism of the module that is not
nilpotent and not an isomorphism. Raising this endomorphism to a
high enough power, its kernel and image provide a direct sum decom-
position of the module. This general approach is demanding on com-
putational resources, but succeeds with modules whose dimensions are
in the low hundreds.

With larger modules we use a different approach to direct sum de-
composition that applies when the isomorphism types of some sum-
mands are already known. It works with the permutation modules
Mλ when the λ are taken in dominance order, because each Mλ has
a unique new direct summand Y λ and all the other direct summands
have already been constructed. The largest module Mλ that we de-
composed in this way has dimension 840. This approach may be new
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in the computational context, although the idea is very simple. Given a
module and a candidate summand, random homomorphisms between
these modules in both directions are tested until they happen to be
found so that the composite from the summand to the bigger module,
back to the summand is an isomorphism. These maps are then split
mono and split epi, and express the candidate summand as a direct
summand of the larger module. As a special case, this approach also
provides a way to test for isomorphism of two modules, and find an
isomorphism when they are isomorphic.

Many of the larger projective Young modules are constructed as
summands of tensor products of suitably chosen smaller modules. We
can test whether a summand of such a tensor product is projective
by a routine that restricts to a Sylow p-subgroup and checks the rank
of the sum of the group elements. If the module then has a unique
simple quotient, it is the indecomposable projective associated to that
module.

Once the Young modules have been constructed, a first approach
to analyzing their structure is to compute the factors that appear in
the Zassenhaus Butterfly Lemma, associated to two chains of submod-
ules. We use the radical and socle series as input, as computed by the
Meat-axe [20]. This gives a list of composition factors of the module,
positioned according to the radical and socle layers in which they ap-
pear. The approach immediately identifies uniserial modules, and is a
start for more complicated modules.

After this, a very useful routine allows us to remove from the bottom
of a module all homomorphic images of another module, meaning that
we quotient out the sum of the images of all homomorphisms from one
module to another. A dual routine computes the intersection of the
kernels of all homomorphisms from one module to another, allowing us
to remove composition factors from the top of a module in a controlled
way. These routines allow us to remove parts of a module with some
precision so that we can examine what remains. By judiciously remov-
ing submodules and factor modules in this way, we can test for split
extensions by direct sum decomposition and by examining radical and
socle layers.

Certain kinds of modules appear repeatedly in our investigation, and
are easily identified. The structure of uniserial modules is identified as
already noted. It is often useful to work with the heart of a module,
which may be defined to be the quotient of its radical by its socle (in
situations where the socle is contained in the radical). This is calculated
by removing the socle and the top as just noted, and the structure of
modules whose hearts are the direct sum of two uniserial modules can
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then be immediately verified. Such modules are called biserial. We
will use the term string module to indicate a module with a diagram
that is combinatorially a subdivision of a single line, folded so that the
edges may go up or down. Such modules are identified by removing
composition factors from the socle and the top in a judicious way and
then showing that splitting occurs. Details are given of the precise
procedure when this occurs.

Other computational strategies proceeded on an ad hoc basis, and
are detailed in notes after each diagram.

5. The module structure of Young modules in
characteristic 2

At the start of the tables for each symmetric group we give the
table of multiplicities of the Young modules as summands of the Young
permutation modules. These multiplicities are known as the p-Kostka
numbers (here p = 2). They are already known, because they may
be computed from the decomposition numbers for the Schur algebras
given in [13] and [9]. We present the table for the convenience of the
reader, because the multiplicities are important in our construction of
the Young modules, and we do not know of a reference where they are
stated explicitly.

The factors in a Specht module filtration of the Young modules are
indicated either by enclosing the factors for a single Specht module in
a box, or by joining those factors by thick lines. We have chosen to use
more than one way to indicate the Specht factors because of the diffi-
culty of incorporating this information in diagrams that may already
be quite complicated. Using thick lines is often more straightforward,
but it is not always possible. When a Specht module is simple, there
are no lines to thicken, and in these cases we enclose the Specht module
in a box. The Specht modules S[5,12] and S[3,14] decompose as the direct
sum of two simple modules, and so we enclose those modules in a box,
again because there is no edge to thicken. In each situation we have
chosen thick lines or boxes to produce the diagram that conveys the
information most clearly, in our view.

The Specht module factors in our Specht filtrations are computed by
applying the Schur functor to the Weyl modules of the Schur algebra,
which gives their composition factors and also the order in which they
must appear, using the quasi-hereditary property of the Schur algebra.
Under this construction, the Schur module Sλ appears as the bottom
factor in the Specht filtration of Y λ, so that our diagrams include the
structure of the Specht modules.
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5.1. Young modules for S1. Young module summand multiplicities:

Table of Permutation module

2-Kostka numbers [1]

Young module [1] 1

Young module structure:

λ [1]

Y λ D[1]

5.2. Young modules for S2. Young module summand multiplicities:

Table of Permutation module

2-Kostka numbers [2] [12]

Young
module

[2] 1 0

[12] 0 1

Young module structure:

λ [2] [12]

Y λ D[2] D[2]

D[2]

5.3. Young modules for S3. Young module summand multiplicities:

Table of Permutation module

2-Kostka numbers [3] [2, 1] [12]

Young
module

[3] 1 1 0

[2, 1] 0 1 2

[13] 0 0 1

Young module structure:

λ [3] [2, 1] [13]

Y λ D[3] D[2,1] D[3]

D[3]

5.4. Young modules for S4. Young module summand multiplicities:
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Table of Permutation module

2-Kostka numbers [4] [3, 1] [22] [2, 12] [14]

Young
module

[4] 1 0 0 0 0

[3, 1] 0 1 0 1 0

[22] 0 0 1 0 0

[2, 12] 0 0 0 1 2

[14] 0 0 0 0 1

Young module structure:

λ [4] [3, 1] [22] [2, 12] [14]

Y λ D[4]

D[4]

D[3,1]

D[4]

D[4]

D[3,1]

D[3,1]

D[4]

D[3,1]

D[4]

D[3,1]

D[4]

D[3,1]

D[4]

D[4] D[3,1]

D[3,1] D[4]

D[4]

⊕

Notes on Y [22]. We compute that the socle has the form D[3,1] ⊕
D[4]. Quotienting out the socle D[4] leaves an indecomposable module,
while quotienting out insteadD[3,1] leaves two uniserial summands. The
structure of these summands implies the diagram shown.

5.5. Young modules for S5. Young module summand multiplicities:

Table of Permutation module

2-Kostka numbers [5] [4, 1] [3, 2] [3, 12] [22, 1] [2, 13] [15]

Young
module

[5] 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

[4, 1] 0 1 1 2 2 2 0

[3, 2] 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

[3, 12] 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

[22, 1] 0 0 0 0 1 2 4

[2, 13] 0 0 0 0 0 1 4

[15] 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Young module structure:
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λ [5] [4, 1] [3, 2] [3, 12]

Y λ D[5] D[4,1]
D[5]

D[3,2]

D[5]

D[5]

D[3,2]

D[5]

D[5]

D[3,2]

D[5]

λ [22, 1] [2, 13] [15]

Y λ

D[3,2]

D[5]

D[5]

D[3,2]

D[5]

D[5]

D[3,2]

D[4,1]

D[4,1]

D[5]

D[5]

⊕

D[5]

D[3,2]

D[5]

D[5]

D[3,2]

D[3,2]

D[5]

D[5]

D[3,2]

D[5]

5.6. Young modules for S6. Young module summand multiplicities:

Table of Permutation module

2-Kostka numbers [6] [5, 1] [4, 2] [4, 12] [32] [3, 2, 1] [3, 13] [23] [22, 12] [2, 14] [16]

Young
module

[6] 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

[5, 1] 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

[4, 2] 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0

[4, 12] 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 2 2 0

[32] 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0

[3, 2, 1] 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 4 8 16

[3, 13] 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

[23] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

[22, 12] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 4

[2, 14] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4

[16] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Young module structure:
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λ [6] [5, 1] [4, 2] [4, 12] [32]

Y λ D[6]
D[6]

D[5,1]

D[6]

D[5,1]

D[6]

D[4,2]

D[6]

D[5,1]

D[5,1]

D[6]

D[4,2]

D[6]

D[5,1]

D[6]

D[4,2]

D[6]

D[5,1] D[6]

D[5,1]

D[6]

D[4,2]

D[6]

D[5,1]

D[6]

D[4,2]

Notes on Y [32]. The socle of the heart of Y [32] is D[5,1] ⊕ D[4,2].
Quotienting out D[4,2] from the heart leaves two uniserial summands
with composition factors shown, while the result of quotienting out
successively D[5,1] and D[6] remains indecomposable. Now, the fact
that the heart is self dual implies that the heart is a string module in
the manner shown.

λ [3, 2, 1] [3, 13] [23]

Y λ D[3,2,1]

D[6]

D[5,1]

D[6]

D[4,2]

D[6]

D[5,1]

D[6]

D[4,2]

D[6]

D[4,2]

D[6]

D[5,1]

D[6]

D[4,2]

D[6]

D[5,1]

D[4,2]

D[6]

D[5,1]

D[6]

D[4,2]

D[6]

D[5,1]

D[6]

D[4,2]

D[4,2]

D[6]

D[6]

Notes on Y [3,13]. We first verify that each section of the form
Radi Y [3,13]/Radi+3 Y [3,13] for 1 ≤ i ≤ 5 is a string module as shown.
These modules are all indecomposable. When i = 3, quotienting out
D[4,2] and thenD[6] yields an indecomposable module, while quotienting
out instead D[5,1] causes the module to decompose as the direct sum of
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two uniserial modules. The cases for i = 1, 5 are similar. When i = 2, 4,
it is more delicate to remove the D[6] modules correctly: where i = 2 for
example, we may work with the larger module Rad2 Y [3,13]/Rad6 Y [3,13],
and remove D[5,1] and then D[6].

Additionally, there is a homomorphism Y [4,12] → Y [3,13] whose image
is uniserial of length 8, and whose cokernel is also uniserial of length 8,
with composition factors as shown. Therefore the only edges between
the two uniserial strands of the heart go from left to right as shown.

Notes on Y [23]. The module remains indecomposable after remov-
ing the top and bottom copies of D[6] on the right, so some edges must
connect to the D[4,2] on the right. Additionally, the quotient of the
radical of Y [23] by its socle decomposes into two uniserial summands.
This implies the existence of the edges between copies of D[4,2].

Now, removing only the top and bottom copies of D[4,2] from Y [23]

leaves an indecomposable module, so some edges must connect to the
copies of D[6] on the right. However, if we further quotient out both
copies of D[6] from the socle of this module, the new module does
decompose. Therefore the edges between copies of D[6] must be as
shown.

λ [22, 12] [2, 14]

Y λ

D[4,2]

D[4,2]

D[6]

D[5,1]

D[6]

D[4,2]

D[6]

D[5,1]

D[6]

D[4,2]

D[4,2]

D[6]

D[5,1]

D[6]

D[4,2]

D[6]

D[5,1]

D[6]

D[5,1]

D[5,1]

D[6]

D[4,2]

D[6]

D[5,1]

D[6]

D[4,2]

D[6]

D[5,1]

D[5,1]

D[6]

D[4,2]

D[6]

D[5,1]

D[6]

D[4,2]

D[6]
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Notes on Y [22,12]. This module is the projective cover of D[4,2]

because [22, 12] and [4, 2] are conjugate partitions. There is a homo-

morphism from Y [23] to Y [22,12] having kernel the socle D[6] of Y [23].
The quotient of Y [22,12] by the image of this homomorphism is unise-
rial. This implies the right side of the diagram and the diagonal line,
and that the only remaining edges are in the left uniserial quotient, and
from that quotient down to the right. We now calculate with the sec-
tions Radi Y [22,12]/Radi+2 Y [22,12] where 1 ≤ i ≤ 7, and show that they
are all string modules by testing indecomposability of the quotients by
the simple modules in their socles.

Notes on Y [2,14]. This module is constructed as a tensor product
Y [4,12] ⊗ U where U is a 2-dimensional uniserial module whose compo-
sition factors are two copies of the trivial module D[6]. Such a module
U may be constructed as a section of Y [3,13], or of Y [23]. The tensor
product is verified to be projective and indecomposable with top D[5,1].
We deduce that it is the projective cover of D[5,1]. This is also a de-
scription of Y [2,14] because the partition [2, 14] is column 2-regular, and
so the Young module is the projective cover of the simple indexed by
the conjugate partition (see [6]). Because the tensor product of the

short exact sequence 0→ D[6] → U → D[6] → 0 with Y [4,12] is exact, it
follows that Y [2,14] has a submodule isomorphic to the uniserial module
Y [4,12], with quotient also isomorphic to this module. This establishes
the outer edges in the diagram, and that the only remaining edges go
from the quotient to the submodule. Finally, examining 2-step lay-
ers Radi Y [2,14]/Radi+2 Y [2,14] confirms that they are string modules as

shown (see notes on Y [22], Y [22,12], and Y [2,14] for methods).
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λ [16]

Y λ
D[6]D[6]

D[4,2]D[5,1]

D[6]D[6]

D[5,1]D[4,2]

D[5,1]D[4,2]

D[6]D[6]

D[4,2]D[5,1]

D[6] D[4,2]D[5,1]

D[6]

D[6]

D[6]

D[4,2]D[5,1]

D[6]D[6]

D[5,1]D[4,2]

D[6]D[6]

D[5,1]D[4,2]

D[6]D[6]

Notes on Y [16]. This module is the projective cover of D[6] (because
[16] and [6] are conjugate partitions). It may be constructed as the

tensor product Y [3,13]⊗U where U is the 2-dimensional uniserial module
with two copies of D[6] as composition factors, used in the constructon
of Y [2,14]. This tensor product is verified to be projective, it has a copy
of D[6] in its top layer, and it has the correct dimension, known from
the Cartan matrix.

The quotient Rad2 Y [16]/Rad8 Y [16] decomposes as indicated by the
diagram. We consider the 2-step layers of each of its two direct sum-
mands, and conclude that those sections are string modules as shown
(see notes on Y [22], Y [22,12], and Y [2,14] for methods). There can be no
more cross-diagonal edges within these summands because of the struc-
tures of Y [22,12] and Y [2,14], which are the projective covers of D[4,2] and
D[5,1]. Finally, examination of the section Rad7 Y [16]/Rad9 Y [16] con-
firms that it is a string as shown. The remaining edges in the diagram
are established by duality.

5.7. Young modules for S7. For this group we find in the upcoming
calculations that there is a simple module admitting more than one
non-split self-extension: dim Ext1F2S7

(D[5,2], D[5,2]) = 2. Because we are
working over F2 there are exactly three non-split extensions, and we are
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able to distinguish between them as follows. One non-split extension
occurs in the middle of the Young module Y [5,12], and we denote this
by a dashed line. Another arises in the module D[5,2] ⊗ U , where U
is the 2-dimensional uniserial module with trivial composition factors,
and we denote this with a dotted line. The third non-split extension,
which is the sum of the other two, we denote by a dash-dotted line.
Young module summand multiplicities:

Table of Permutation module

2-Kostka numbers [7] [6, 1] [5, 2] [5, 12] [4, 3] [4, 2, 1] [4, 13] [32, 1] [3, 22] [3, 2, 12] [3, 14] [23, 1] [22, 13] [2, 15] [17]

Young
module

[7] 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

[6, 1] 0 1 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

[5, 2] 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0

[5, 12] 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

[4, 3] 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 2 2 0 3 2 0 0

[4, 2, 1] 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 2 4 3 4 4 0

[4, 13] 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 4 0 2 4 0

[32, 1] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

[3, 22] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0

[3, 2, 12] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 5 10 20

[3, 14] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

[23, 1] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 4 8

[22, 13] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 14

[2, 15] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6

[17] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Young module structure:

λ [7] [6, 1] [5, 2] [5, 12] [4, 3]

Y λ D[7] D[6,1] D[5,2]
D[7] D[5,2]

D[5,2] D[7]

D[6,1]

D[4,3]

D[6,1]

Notes on Y [5,12]. Quotienting out the socle D[7] yields an indecom-
posable module; instead quotienting out D[5,2] also yields an indecom-
posable module. Therefore the diagonal edges are as shown, and the
radical and socle series require the diagram to be as shown.

λ [4, 2, 1] [4, 13] [32, 1]

Y λ

D[5,2]

D[7]

D[4,2,1]

D[7]

D[5,2]

D[5,2]

D[6,1]

D[4,3]

D[6,1]

D[6,1]

D[4,3]

D[6,1]

D[7]

D[4,2,1]

D[7]

D[5,2]

D[5,2]

D[5,2]

D[5,2]

D[7]

D[4,2,1]

D[7]

Notes on Y [4,2,1]. The module decomposes once the top and socle
copies of D[5,2] are removed.
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Notes on Y [4,13]. This module is the projective cover of D[6,1]. It is
a direct summand of the tensor product Y [5,12] ⊗D[6,1].

Notes on Y [32,1]. The module does not decompose when both so-
cle copies of D[5,2] are removed, but Y [32,1]/ SocY [32,1] has the one re-
maining middle copy of D[5,2] as a direct summand. Therefore that
copy of D[5,2] must connect to the socle D[7] of Y [32,1]. The edges
between copies of D[4,2,1] and D[7], as well as all vertical edges in
the diagram, may be established by examining quotients of the form
Radi Y [32,1]/Radi+2 Y [32,1] for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, which are all strings as shown
in the diagram.

To demonstrate the absence of an edge between center copies ofD[5,2],
as well as the existence of the cross-diagonal edges between copies of
D[5,2], we remove copies of D[7] from the top and socle of Y [32,1]. The
remaining module is indecomposable, but quotienting out the socle
copy of D[4,2,1] causes it to decompose as indicated by the diagram.

λ [3, 22] [3, 2, 12]

Y λ

D[4,2,1]

D[7]

D[5,2]

D[7]

D[4,2,1]

D[7]

D[4,2,1]

D[7]

D[4,2,1]

D[7]

D[5,2]

D[7]

D[4,2,1]

D[4,2,1]

D[7]

D[5,2]

D[7]

D[4,2,1]

Notes on Y [3,22]. When D[4,2,1], both copies of D[7], and D[5,2] are
sequentially removed from the top of Y [3,22], the remaining module
is a string as shown. Instead removing D[7] and then both copies of
D[4,2,1] from the top of Y [3,22] yields an indecomposable module; further
removing the top-left D[7] from this new module causes it to decompose,
implying the existence of the edges between copies of D[7].

Notes on Y [3,2,12]. This module is the projective cover of D[4,2,1]. To
confirm its structure, we first examine quotients of the form Radi Y [3,2,12]

/Radi+2 Y [3,2,12], which are all strings as shown in the diagram. We
then isolate the second-highest and second-lowest copies of D[4,2,1] by
removing all other simple modules from the top and bottom of Y [3,2,12];
the radical series of this new module demonstrates that the two copies
of D[4,2,1] are connected by the cross-diagonal edge shown.
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λ [3, 14]

Y λ

D[5,2]D[7]D[5,2]

D[7]D[4,2,1]D[5,2]D[7]

D[5,2]D[4,2,1]D[7]D[7]D[4,2,1]D[5,2]

D[7]D[5,2]D[4,2,1]D[7]

D[5,2]D[7]D[5,2]

Notes on Y [3,14]. Quotients of the form Radi Y [3,14]/Radi+2 Y [3,14]

for i = 1, 2 are easily confirmed to be direct sums of strings, and
the structure of RadY [3,14]/Rad4 Y [3,14] follows from the way it decom-
poses.

We next examine Y [3,14]/ Soc3 Y [3,14], which is indecomposable. Re-
moving both copies of D[7] from the bottom of this module yields the
direct sum indicated by the diagram, and demonstrates that the bot-
tom copy of D[5,2] is generated by one top copy of D[5,2] and one top
copy of D[7]. Instead, removing that bottom copy of D[5,2] causes the
module to decompose into two direct summands as shown; therefore
that D[5,2] must be generated by one simple module from each of those
summands. These manipulations imply that the entire quotient module
has the structure shown.

Finally, we investigate the edges that connect to the outer copies of
D[5,2] on the left and right. We first construct a module U with four
composition factors D[5,2]: the top two copies of D[5,2] and the two outer
copies of D[5,2]. (This can be done by first constructing a uniserial mod-
ule with composition factors D[5,2], D[7], D[4,2,1], D[7] from Y [4,2,1]. We
quotient this uniserial module out of Y [3,14], and then remove excess
simple modules from the module that results.) The module U is inde-
composable; this implies the existence of the outer edges from the top
copies of D[5,2] to the outer copies, as well as either one or two cross-
edges. Examination of Y [3,14]/ Soc3 Y [3,14], which decomposes after D[7]

is removed from its top, confirms that there can be no other edges to
the outer copies of D[5,2].

To examine the cross-edges, we next construct from Y [5,12] a unise-
rial module with two composition factors D[5,2], quotient this module
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out from Y [3,14], and remove excess simple modules until we are left
with a module V that has four composition factors D[5,2]. These must
be the top two copies of D[5,2], the middle copy of D[5,2], and one of
the outer copies of D[5,2]. To determine which outer copy, we note
that V decomposes as (D[5,2]/(D[5,2] ⊕D[5,2]))⊕D[5,2]. If V contained
the left outer D[5,2] without a cross-edge, it would have decomposed
as (D[5,2]/D[5,2])⊕ (D[5,2]/D[5,2]); and if V contained either outer D[5,2]

with a cross-edge, it would have been a string and would not have de-
composed. The given decomposition therefore implies that V contains
the right outer copy of D[5,2] with no cross-edge. Since U is indecom-
posable, the other cross-edge must exist (between the outer left and
top right copies of D[5,2]), so U is a string as shown.

λ [23, 1] [22, 13] [2, 15]

Y λ

D[4,3]

D[6,1]

D[6,1]

D[4,3]

D[6,1]

D[6,1]

D[4,3]

D[5,2]

D[7]

D[4,2,1]

D[7]

D[5,2]

D[5,2]

D[7]

D[4,2,1]

D[7]

D[5,2]

D[5,2]

D[5,2]

D[6,1]

D[4,3]

D[6,1]

D[6,1]

D[4,3]

D[6,1]

D[6,1]

D[4,3]

D[6,1]

D[6,1]

D[4,3]

D[6,1]

⊕

Notes on Y [23,1]. This module is the projective cover of D[4,3]. It is
a direct summand of the tensor product Y [3,22] ⊗D[6,1].

Notes on Y [22,13]. This module is the projective cover of D[5,2]. It
is a direct summand of the tensor product Y [3,2,12]⊗D[6,1]. To examine
its structure, we first construct from Y [5,12] a uniserial module with
two composition factors D[5,2]. Removing this module from the top
and bottom of Y [22,13] isolates the four leftmost and four rightmost
simple modules; the structure of this outer ladder can be confirmed by
previously explained methods (e.g. see notes on Y [3,2,12] and Y [3,13]).
Additionally, isolating the four bottommost copies of D[5,2] from the
third socle allows the edges between them to be confirmed. We finally
check that there are no additional edges to the center copies of D[5,2] by
removing the three bottommost copies of D[5,2] and the topmost copy
of D[5,2]; this new module has the remaining center copy of D[5,2] as a
direct summand.
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Notes on Y [2,15]. This module is the projective cover of D[6,1]. It
may be constructed as the tensor product Y [4,13] ⊗ U where U is the
2-dimensional uniserial module with two copies of D[7] as composition
factors. Such a module U may be constructed by removing copies of
D[5,2] from the top and bottom of Y [5,12]. This tensor product is verified
to be projective and indecomposable, and it has a copy of D[6,1] in its
top layer.

λ [17]

Y λ

D[7]

D[4,2,1] D[7] D[5,2]

D[7] D[4,2,1] D[7] D[5,2]

D[5,2] D[7] D[4,2,1] D[7]

D[5,2] D[7] D[4,2,1]

D[7]

Notes on Y [17]. This module is the projective cover of D[7]. It is a
direct summand of the tensor product Y [2,15] ⊗ D[6,1]. To confirm the
structure of its heart, we first examine 2-step radical layers, finding
them to be strings and sums of strings as shown. We now perform
additional checks to confirm that no other edges exist.

Removing copies of D[7] from the top and bottom of the heart yields
the direct sum indicated by the diagram, which rules out the exis-
tence of any additional edges that do not connect to one of those
copies of D[7]. We eliminate the possibility of cross-diagonals in the
ladders by taking the top three-step radical layer of the heart, re-
moving D[4,2,1] from its top and D[7] from its bottom, and noticing
that the leftmost copies of D[7] and D[5,2] are a (uniserial) direct sum-
mand of the resulting module. Finally, we construct two uniserial
modules from Y [4,2,1]. These are U := D[5,2]/D[7]/D[4,2,1]/D[7] and
V := D[7]/D[4,2,1]/D[7]/D[5,2]. Removing sequentially U from the bot-

tom and V from the top of Y [17] yields a module that decomposes as
(D[7]/D[4,2,1]/D[7]) ⊕ (D[7]/D[4,2,1]/D[7]); this decomposition rules out

the possibility of a connection between the two center columns of Y [17].
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6. The module structure of projective modules for
Schur algebras in characteristic 2

As noted previously, we compute with a basic algebra that is Morita
equivalent to the usual Schur algebra, and this makes no difference to
the structural properties that we consider. By abuse of notation we
denote the Morita equivalent algebra by the same symbols as are often
used for the actual Schur algebra. Our algebra is

SF2(n, n) = EndF2Sn(
⊕
λ`n

Y λ)

and we store it on the computer as a matrix with rows and columns
indexed by partitions λ, where the (λ, µ)-entry is a list of matrices
that is a basis for HomF2Sn(Y λ, Y µ). The powers of the radical of
SF2(n, n) are stored in a similar way. Because the algebra is basic, the
radical consists of those matrices that differ from SF2(n, n) only on the
diagonal, where the entries span the maximal ideal of EndF2Sn(Y µ).
This ideal can in turn be computed as the span of all composites Y µ →
Y ν → Y µ with µ 6= ν, using the fact that SF2(n, n) is quasi-hereditary,
so that no simple module extends itself. Thus this endomorphism ring
and its radical powers are immediately computable from the Young
modules that have been constructed. From this we obtain the Gabriel
quiver of the Schur algebra.

The indecomposable projective P (µ) ∼= HomF2Sn(Y µ,
⊕

λ`n Y
λ) is

stored as row µ of the matrix that stores SF2(n, n), and in this way
we parametrize the indecomposable projectives P (λ) and their unique
simple quotients Lλ by partitions of n. Its radical series arises as part of
the computation of the radical series of SF2(n, n). From the radical se-
ries we use the quasi-hereditary structure given by the dominance order
on the partitions to deduce the standard (or Weyl) modules ∆λ. The
diagrams for the projective modules are then built up from the stan-
dard modules, and we exploit the information coming from the Gabriel
quiver, comparison of structures in different projective modules, and
the fact that the projective modules are also injective precisely when
the corresponding Young module Y λ is projective, and hence has a
simple socle. This happens when λ is column p-regular, and it means
that the ∆µ appearing as a factor in such P (λ) with µ earliest in the
dominance order has a simple socle.

This latter result about injectivity is well known, but it is hard to
find an exact reference consistent with our conventions, and for the
convenience of the reader we prove the implication we need here. For
any F2Sn-module Y we write Y \ := HomF2Sn(Y,

⊕
λ`n Y

λ) and we will
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use the fact that the functor Y 7→ Y \ is a contravariant equivalence
between the full subcategory of F2Sn-modules that are direct sums of
the Y λ, and the full subcategory of SF2(n, n)-modules whose objects
are projective.

Proposition 6.1. Let Y µ be a projective Young module for F2Sn. Then
Y µ\ is injective (and also projective) as a SF2(n, n)-module.

Proof. We have already been assuming the projectivity of Y µ\ and,
indeed, it is a direct summand of SF2(n, n). To show injectivity when
Y µ is projective, we show that Ext1SF2 (n,n)

(X, Y µ\) = 0 for all SF2(n, n)-

modules X. Take a SF2(n, n)-projective resolution

· · · → Y \
2 → Y \

1 → Y \
0 → X → 0

where the Yi are direct sums of Young modules. All projectives may
be written this way, by the equivalence of categories already referred
to, and it arises by applying \ to a complex

Y0 → Y1 → Y2 → · · ·

This latter complex is acyclic, except at 0, because
⊕

λ`n Y
λ has all in-

decomposable injective F2Sn modules as summands and the resolution
was acyclic. Consider the cochain complex

HomSF2 (n,n)
(Y \

0 , Y
µ\)→ HomSF2 (n,n)

(Y \
1 , Y

µ\)→ · · ·

whose cohomology computes the ExtiSF2 (n,n)
(X, Y µ\). By the equiva-

lence of categories, it is isomorphic to

HomF2Sn(Y µ, Y0)→ HomF2Sn(Y µ, Y1)→ HomF2Sn(Y µ, Y2)→ · · ·

and this is acyclic, except at 0, because Y µ is projective. This shows
that Ext1SF2 (n,n)

(X, Y µ\) = 0 so that Y µ\ is injective. �

We display the standard or Weyl factors ∆ in a quasi-hereditary
filtration of the projective modules using similar conventions to the
ones we used for Specht factors of Young modules: much of the time a
∆ factor is indicated by joining its composition factors with thick lines,
but sometimes we put the ∆ factor in a box.

6.1. Projective modules for SF2(1, 1). There is one projective mod-
ule P [1], and it is simple.

λ [1]

P (λ) L[1]
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6.2. Projective modules for SF2(2, 2).

λ [2] [12]

P (λ)
L[2]

L[12]

L[12]

L[2]

L[12]

6.3. Projective modules for SF2(3, 3).

λ [3] [2, 1] [13]

P (λ)
L[3]

L[13] L[2,1]

L[13]

L[3]

L[13]

6.4. Projective modules for SF2(4, 4).

λ [4] [3, 1] [22]

P (λ)

L[4]

L[22]

L[3,1]

L[14]

L[3,1]

L[22]

L[4]

L[22]

L[3,1]

L[14]

L[2,12]

L[14]

L[22]

L[4]

L[22]

L[3,1]

L[14] L[2,12]

L[2,12]

L[22]

L[3,1]

L[14]

λ [2, 12] [14]

P (λ)

L[2,12]

L[22] L[14]

L[2,12] L[3,1]

L[22] L[14]

L[2,12]

L[14]

L[2,12]

L[14]

L[3,1]

L[14]

L[22]

L[4]

L[22]

L[3,1]

L[14]

L[2,12]
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6.5. Projective modules for SF2(5, 5).

λ [5] [4, 1] [3, 2] [3, 12]

P (λ)

L[5]

L[3,2]

L[3,12]

L[15]

L[4,1]

L[2,13]

L[3,2]

L[5]

L[3,2]

L[3,12]

L[15]

L[22,1]

L[15]

L[3,12]

L[3,12]

L[3,2]

L[5]

L[3,2]

L[3,12]

L[15]

L[2,12]

L[15]

L[3,12]

L[15]

L[22,1]

L[15]

λ [22, 1] [2, 13] [15]

P (λ)

L[22,1]

L[15]

L[3,12]

L[3,2]

L[15]

L[2,12]

L[15]

L[3,12]

L[15]

L[22,1]

L[2,13]

L[4,1]

L[2,13]

L[15]

L[3,12]

L[15]

L[22,1]

L[15]

L[3,12]

L[15]

L[22,1]

L[15]

L[3,2]

L[5]

L[3,2]

L[22,1]

L[15]

L[3,12]

L[15]

L[22,1]

L[15]

L[3,12]

6.6. The Schur algebra SF2(6, 6). We do not give the full structure
of the projective modules in this case as the larger diagrams are com-
plicated, with several tens of composition factors and elaborate Ext
structure, so that the point of the diagram as a way to understand the
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structure of the modules is defeated. As partial information we give di-
agrams for the standard modules ∆λ that arise in its quasi-hereditary
structure, also known as the Weyl modules. The composition factor
multiplicities in these modules are the decomposition numbers and this
information is given in [9] and [13]. We note that the decomposition
matrix D satisfies DTD = C, the Cartan matrix.
Weyl module structure:

λ [6] [5, 1] [4, 2]

∆λ

L[6]

L[5,1] L[23]

L[32]

L[3,13]

L[16]

L[5,1]

L[32]

L[3,13] L[4,2]

L[16] L[4,12]

L[2,14]

L[4,2]

L[4,12] L[32]

L[2,14] L[3,13] L[23]

L[16]

L[22,12]

λ [4, 12] [32] [3, 2, 1] [3, 13]

∆λ

L[4,12]

L[2,14]L[3,13] L[23]

L[16]

L[22,12]

L[16]

L[32]

L[3,13]

L[23]

L[16]

L[22,12]

L[3,2,1]

L[3,13]

L[16]

L[22,12]

L[16]

L[2,14]

λ [23] [22, 12] [2, 14] [16]

∆λ

L[23]

L[22,12]

L[16]

L[22,12]

L[16]

L[2,14]

L[2,14]

L[16]
L[16]

The Gabriel quiver of SF2(6, 6) is the directed graph whose vertices
are the isomorphism types of the simple modules, and where the num-
ber of edges from a simple S to a simple T is dim Ext1SF2 (6,6)

(S, T ). For

Schur algebras this relation on S and T is symmetric because there is
a duality on modules under which simple modules are self dual. This
means that for each edge S → T there is also an edge T → S.

Gabriel quiver:
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L[6] L[5,1]

L[4,2]L[4,12] L[32]

L[3,2,1] L[3,13]

L[23]L[22,12]

L[2,14]L[16]

6.7. The Schur algebra SF2(7, 7). Because S7 has two blocks over F2,
so does SF2(7, 7). We will call the block corresponding to the principal
block of F2S7 block 1, and the other one block 2. We have seen that
the non-principal block of F2S7 is Morita equivalent to the principal
block of F2S5 in such a way that the diagrams for the Young modules
in these blocks are the same, under a correspondence of partitions

[6, 1]
[4, 3]
[23, 1]
[2, 15]

↔

[5]
[3, 2]
[22, 1]
[15]

.

Accordingly, block 2 of SF2(7, 7) is Morita equivalent to block 1 of
SF2(5, 5), and the diagrams for projective modules are the same in
these two blocks, after applying this correspondence of partitions. For
this reason we omit the diagrams for block 2.

Block 1 of SF2(7, 7) is harder to describe and we give less complete in-
formation. As with SF2(6, 6) we give diagrams for the standard modules
and the Gabriel quiver. The comments made about these structures in
the context of SF2(6, 6) also apply here.
Weyl module structure for block 1:
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λ [7] [5, 2] [5, 12] [4, 2, 1]

∆λ

L[7]

L[5,12] L[3,22]

L[32,1]

L[3,14]

L[17]

L[5,2]

L[32,1]

L[5,12]

L[32,1]

L[3,14]

L[4,2,1]

L[3,14]

L[22,13]

L[5,12]

L[32,1]

L[3,14]

L[4,2,1]

L[3,14]

L[22,13]

L[17]

L[4,2,1]

L[3,14]

L[32,1] L[22,13]

L[3,14]

L[3,22] L[17]

L[3,2,12]

λ [32, 1] [3, 22] [3, 2, 12] [3, 14] [22, 13] [16]

∆λ

L[32,1]

L[3,14]

L[3,22]

L[17]

L[3,2,12]

L[3,22]

L[3,2,12]

L[17]

L[3,2,12]

L[17]

L[3,14]

L[22,13]

L[3,14]

L[22,13] L[17]
L[22,13] L[17]

Gabriel quiver for block 1:

L[7]

L[5,2]

L[5,12] L[4,2,1]L[32,1]

L[3,22] L[3,2,12]

L[3,14]

L[22,13]

L[17]
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